





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The educational ability and the Artistry in the Theory of Kindergarten and  
Nursery Teachers of Kurahashi Souzou 
Takashi SUZUKI
School of Education, Tokyo University of Social Welfare (Ikebukuro Campus),  
2-14-2 Minami-ikebukuro, Toshima-ku, Tokyo 171-0022, Japan
Abstract : Unification of kindergarten and nursery school has not made much progress. Although there are many 
differences in the actual systems between kindergarten and nursery school, only calling is unified into “Hoikusya”, meaning 
early childhood teacher.  The current trend of early childhood teacher training program attaches greater importance to nurse 
than education.  This study tried to examine the early childhood teachers’ theory of Kurahashi Souzou; one of the famous 
leaders of early childhood education from the Taisyo to the Showa era in Japan.  He required to every early childhood 
teachers that they should have “educational ability” and “artistry” .  The artistry defined by Kurahashi was humanities with 
the aesthetic sensitivity and the intelligence of liberal arts.  In consequence, Kurahasi Souzou’ s “artistry” was not only 
practical knowledge and skills but abilities of self-cultivation with enthusiasm.
(Reprint request should be sent to Takashi Suzuki)
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